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Leveraging Microsoft .NET 
technologies with LANSA 
 

The Microsoft .NET Framework is an emerging core technology that is starting to 

be used in many commercial applications. It is the foundation of Microsoft's 

vision of how both user and programmatic computer interfaces will execute – not 

just next year and the year after, but five or more years into the future. 

 

LANSA has long used Microsoft's core technologies to drive advances in its 

application development and integration tools, so an obvious question to ask is, 

"What is LANSA doing about leveraging .NET?" To fully answer that question, we 

need to be aware that .NET is a broad and far-reaching technology that is 

advancing on many fronts. So LANSA is advancing its tools along the .NET 

'evolutionary tree' on several fronts as well. 

 

 

The Technology Evolutionary Tree 
LANSA is not in the business of creating the low-level plumbing technologies and 

languages that drive computers and programmatic interfaces. We are in the 

business of leveraging and hiding the complexity of core technologies like .NET, 

Java, XML or Web services. Using a scientific analogy, LANSA is about applied 

science, not about pure science. 

 

Inevitably, some core technologies wither and fade and new ones emerge to 

replace them. In many cases, there are parallel competing technologies that 

address the same business objectives. 

 

LANSA not only needs to choose which core technologies to support, we also 

need to be well positioned to change these choices quickly and with the least 

disruption possible. This is what we call 'technology insurance'. 
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The Three Drivers of LANSA's Advanced Software 
Development 
Broadly speaking there are three main factors driving the technology choices 

behind advances in the LANSA toolset: 

 Improved Capabilities — doing new things or old things a better or cheaper 

way.  

 Better Interoperability — between operating systems, development 

languages and hardware.  

 Higher Productivity — when designing, developing and using LANSA 

applications. 
 

 

Capability Driven Advances 
Sometimes, a new technology emerges that lets you do things that you could not 

do before, either because it was not technically possible or it was too expensive 

to implement. 

 

For many years LANSA has used Microsoft core technologies to drive advanced 

application development. For example, Visual LANSA uses the WIN32 API Rich-

client interface and the Microsoft C++ compiler. LANSA for the Web and the 

Visual LANSA Framework have always focused on supporting Microsoft's Internet 

Explorer browser interface. 

 

The architecture of .NET lets LANSA provide capabilities that it could not deliver 

before or deliver them in a more effective manner. For example, it will be 

possible to generate Web-based Visual LANSA Framework and RAMP applications 

as C# and compile them as .NET CLR executable objects. 

 

 

Interoperability Driven Advances 
LANSA and .NET applications need to be able to use (that is, publish or consume) 

the services provided by each other. While you can do this now, it is sometimes 

technically complex and time consuming. The level of interoperability between 

LANSA and .NET applications will be improved and refined. 

 

LANSA Open for .NET is a new product that will bring the productivity and 

discipline of the LANSA Repository to .NET application developers. Shipped as a 

small and standardized .NET class library, the product will allow .NET applications 

to easily access LANSA repositories residing on System i and Windows servers. 

The last page of the PDF version of this article explores LANSA Open for .NET in 

more detail. 

 

LANSA developers will also benefit from enhancements to Visual LANSA that will 

provide better interoperability with .NET applications and Web services. 
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Visual LANSA will support the consumption of .NET classes directly and allow 

LANSA objects to be published for direct use by .NET in the same manner as can 

now be done with ActiveX components. Visual LANSA will also allow LANSA 

objects to be published via SOA and Web service interfaces, as well as consuming 

SOA and Web services directly. This can already be done with LANSA Integrator. 

 

 

Productivity Driven Advances 
The development of .NET (or for that matter Java) applications at the 3GL level is 

labor intensive and requires above average skills. Designing, implementing, 

testing and deploying business applications in these environments continues to 

stretch the capabilities and budgets of the small to medium enterprise (SME) 

community where LANSA has found most favour. 

 

The application maintenance issues inherent with these technologies will only add 

to the life-cycle cost and there are a number of areas where LANSA can add 

value. For example, you can already embed Visual LANSA Framework and RAMP 

applications inside .NET applications as a productive way to modernize 5250 

applications. The Visual LANSA Framework will be extended to allow the 

embedding of .NET applications. 

 

The LANSA Repository has always been LANSA's unique and strongest value 

proposition. The inclusion in Visual LANSA of a Business Object Builder will launch 

the next generation of the LANSA Repository. 

 

LANSA Business Objects will have full class interfaces that are automatically 

useable in both Windows and Web contexts by LANSA, .NET or Java applications. 

 

LANSA Business Objects can be envisioned as Object Access Modules (OAMs) on 

steroids that will: 

 Hide internal complexity from developers  

 Allow higher levels of reuse  

 Contain complex business processes, not just business rules  

 Create better IT skills separation  

 Make user interfaces thinner  

 Reduce the cost of maintenance and enhancement  

 Be automatically published using industry standard interfaces and 

technologies  

 

 

LANSA's Proven Track Record 
For nearly 20 years, LANSA has been about applying core technologies to deliver 

new capabilities, increase developer and user productivity and to reduce the 

costs associated with the ongoing maintenance of applications and developer 

skills. 

 

Better interoperability between LANSA and .NET applications will benefit 

developers of both LANSA and .NET applications and is another example of how 

LANSA provides technology insurance. 
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LANSA is your Microsoft .NET Technology Insurance 
Policy 
 
 

Capability Driven Advances: By leveraging the architecture of .NET, LANSA 

can deliver new capabilities or improve the effectiveness of existing features. 

PRODUCT AREA DESCRIPTION AND BENEFIT 

Visual LANSA 

Framework and 

RAMP as .NET 

executable objects 

It will be possible to generate Web-based Visual LANSA 

Framework and RAMP applications as C# and compile them 

as .NET CLR executable objects. This feature is due for 

release in the first quarter of 2008. These compiled .NET 

applications will offer significant performance and user 

interface improvements, while still providing the benefits of 

a zero deployment model. 

 

Interoperability Driven Advances: The level of interoperability between 

LANSA and .NET applications will continue to improve and be refined. 

PRODUCT AREA DESCRIPTION AND BENEFIT 

LANSA Open for 

.NET 

Shipped as a small and standardized .NET class library, 

LANSA Open for .NET will allow .NET applications to easily 

access LANSA repositories residing on System i and 

Windows servers. This new LANSA product is due for release 

in the first quarter of 2008. LANSA Open for .NET will open 

up the productivity and discipline of the LANSA repository to 

.NET applications.  

Visual LANSA 

classes published 

as .NET objects 

It will be possible to publish Visual LANSA objects (or more 

correctly, classes) for direct binary level use inside .NET CLR 

applications in much the same way as they can now be 

published as ActiveX components. 

Visual LANSA 

classes published 

as SOA and Web 

services 

It will be possible to publish Visual LANSA classes with SOA 

and Web service interfaces. It is already possible to publish 

these interfaces for LANSA applications using LANSA 

Integrator. 

Visual LANSA to 

consume .NET 

classes 

Visual LANSA applications will be able to consume .NET 

classes directly at the binary level in the same way as they 

can now consume ActiveX components. 

Visual LANSA to 

consume SOA and 

Web services 

Visual LANSA applications will be able to consume Web 

services. It is already possible for LANSA applications to 

consume these services using LANSA Integrator. 
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Productivity Driven Advances: Here are some areas that the LANSA 

Repository can improve the productivity of 3GL level .NET application 

development. 

PRODUCT AREA DESCRIPTION AND BENEFIT 

Visual LANSA 

Framework and 

RAMP embedded 

inside .NET 

applications 

Visual LANSA Framework and RAMP applications can already 

be embedded inside and managed by .NET applications. This 

feature will be strengthened and standardized in the next 

release of the Visual LANSA Framework. This capability 

offers significant productivity benefits to customers 

migrating 5250 applications to .NET environments. 

Embed and 

manage .NET 

applications inside 

Visual LANSA 

Framework and 

RAMP 

The ability to embed .NET applications inside the Visual 

LANSA Framework as a new type of snap-in component will 

allow the Visual LANSA Framework to be used to manage 

.NET-based applications. This will provide significant benefits 

to .NET-focused customers who lack the skills and/or time 

required to design and build their own commercial grade 

application framework. 

Visual LANSA 

Business Object 

Builder 

The LANSA Repository has always been LANSA's unique and 

strongest value proposition. The inclusion into Visual LANSA 

of a Business Object Builder will launch the next generation 

of the LANSA Repository. Business objects can be envisioned 

as enhanced OAMs with full class interfaces that are 

automatically useable in both Windows and Web contexts in 

LANSA, .NET or Java applications. 
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Details of support for 

i5/OS V6R1 
 

 

Customers wishing to use LANSA with i5/OS V6R1 must install or upgrade to 

Version 11 Service Pack 4 - V6R1 ready which is available from your LANSA 

vendor on request. 

 

With this new release, IBM will require conversion of all programs created under 

previous releases that use the i5/OS Machine Interface (MI). In order for a 

program to be converted, its creation data (sometimes referred to as 

observability) must be available. 

 

All programs created for OS/400 V5R1 or later have their creation data 

automatically saved during program creation. 

 

Programs created for releases V4R5M0 and earlier can be converted unless their 

creation data has been completely removed. Programs that cannot be converted 

must be recompiled from source. 

 

Refer to www-03.ibm.com/systems/i/advantages/v6r1/conversion.html for 

further information regarding conversion. 

 

Note: 

You do not have to be on i5/OS V6R1 to install LANSA Version 11 Service Pack 4 

- V6R1 ready as it can be installed (or upgraded) on any supported Operating 

System version in preparation for a future install/upgrade to i5/OS V6R1. 
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Making use of the new 
EditorChanged event in a 
Grid component 
 

Overview 
Visual LANSA 11.3 introduced a new event into the Grid component called 

EditorChanged. Prior to this the only way to check the contents of a grid that has 

been updated was to wait for a user to tab, or click away from the field being 

edited. The EditorChanged event is fired whenever a user types into a write-

capable cell in a grid. Effectively this is similar to a keypress event for a Grid cell.  

 

However there is one important difference. The Value parameter of this Event is 

of type Variant, which must be handled differently to other field types. 

 

 

Explanation 
Variants cannot be used in a similar way to Strings or numeric fields because 

LANSA has no idea what it is, or what methods/properties it has until runtime. If 

you try to use an intrinsic function on a Variant, or assign the value to a String or 

Alpha field type, the code will fail at runtime. 

 

 

The documentation contains information about Variants (see Variant Handling in 

the Technical Reference Guide), but in essence there are 2 options when dealing 

with Variants: 

 

 

Option 1: Import the Variant libraries 

 

Directly under the DEFINE_COM, include the following line: 

FUNCTION OPTIONS(*DIRECT) 

Import Libraries(#PRIM_LIBV) 

BEGIN_COM Role(… etc 

 

Doing this gives you access to the Variant handling functions such as 

VarAsString(). 
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Then it is possible to do something like this in the EditorChanged Handler: 
EVTROUTINE HANDLING(#GRID_1.EditorChanged) OPTIONS(*NOCLEARMESSAGES 
*NOCLEARERRORS) Value(#NewValue) 
Case Of_Field(#Grid_1.FocusCell.Column.Position) 
When Value_Is('*EQ 3') 
#W_GIVENAME := VarAsString(#NewValue) 
 
If (#W_GIVENAME.Trim.Cursize = 3) 
Select Fields(#GIVENAME) From_File(PSLMST) 
If ((#W_GIVENAME.Substring(1 3) = #GIVENAME.Substring(1 3)) AND 
(#GIVENAME.Cursize > 3)) 
Upd_Entry In_List(#Grid_1) 
Leave 
Endif 
EndSelect 
Endif 
endcase 
ENDROUTINE 

 

 

 

Option 2: Put the EditorChanged Variant into a statically defined Variant 

of class #Prim_Var 

The second option is to assign the value to a statically declared Variant, which 

can then be assigned to other field types. 
 
EVTROUTINE HANDLING(#GRID_1.EditorChanged) OPTIONS(*NOCLEARMESSAGES 
*NOCLEARERRORS) Value(#NewValue) 
Define_Com Class(#PRIM_VAR) Name(#W_Value) 
Set Com(#W_Value) Value(#NewValue) 
 
Case Of_Field(#Grid_1.FocusCell.Column.Position) 
When Value_Is('*EQ 3') 
#XGIVENAME := #W_Value 
 
Select Fields(#GIVENAME) From_File(PSLMST) 
If ((#XGIVENAME.Substring(1 3) = #GIVENAME.Substring(1 3)) AND 
(#GIVENAME.Cursize > 3)) 
Upd_Entry In_List(#Grid_1) 
Leave 
Endif 
EndSelect 
EndCase 
ENDROUTINE 

 

 

This method does not require you to import #PRIM_LIBV, and could potentially 

be used in RDML forms. 
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Listing of objects created by 
LANSA when compiling on 
the iSeries 
 

This document lists the type of objects created by LANSA when compiled on the 

iSeries.  

 

 
Files 
 

RDML Partition 

 Data area with same name as Physical file used for locking in a 

development environment  

 Physical file  

 Logical files if any defined  

 I/O Module *PGM with same name as Physical file  

 

RDMLX Partition 

 Data area with same name as Physical file used for locking in a 

development environment  

 Physical file  

 Logical files if any defined  

 

RDML File:  

 I/O Module *PGM with same name as Physical file  

 OAM *SRVPGM with same name as Physical file  

 

RDMLX File:  

 OAM *SRVPGM with same name as Physical file  

 

 

Processes 
 

RDML Partition 

 Data area with same name as Process used for locking in a development 

environment  

 Two or more *PGMs named P@<partition unique identifier>mmmmmnn 

where mmmmm is a sequential number allocated & nn is 01, 02 etc to 

allow for the maximum number of nesting levels used - extra can be 

created "on the fly" as it were.  
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RDMLX Partition 

 Data area with same name as Process used for locking in a development 

environment  

 Two or more *PGMs named P@<partition unique identifier>mmmmmnn 

where mmmmm is a sequential number allocated & nn is 01, 02 etc to 

allow for the maximum number of nesting levels used - extra can be 

created "on the fly" as it were.  

 *SRVPGM named P@<partition unique identifier>  

 

 

Functions 
 

RDML Partition 

 Data area with name F@<partition unique identifier>mmmmm where 

mmmmm is a sequential number allocated, used for locking in a 

development environment.  

 

*DIRECT functions:  

 *PGM named @<function name>  

 *PGM named @<function name>ML if a multilingual partition and (not 

*MLOPTIMISE or *ILE)  

 *DSPF named @<function name> if there are any REQUEST, DISPLAY or 

POP_UPs (or BROWSE)  

 *PRTF named $<function name> if *OS400_EXTPRINT  

 

non *DIRECT functions:  

 *PGM named F@<partition unique identifier>mmmmm where mmmmm is 

a sequential number allocated  

 *PGM named F@<partition unique identifier>mmmmmML where mmmmm 

is a sequential number allocated, if a multilingual partition and (not 

*MLOPTIMISE or *ILE)  

 *DSPF named F@<partition unique identifier>mmmmm where mmmmm is 

a sequential number allocated, if there are any REQUEST, DISPLAY or 

POP_UPs (or BROWSE)  

 

RDMLX Partition 

RDML function:  

 Data area with name F@<partition unique identifier>mmmmm where 

mmmmm is a sequential number allocated, used for locking in a 

development environment  

 same as Functions in RDML Partition  

 

RDMLX function:  

 *SRVPGM named @<function name>  

 *PGM named @<function name>  

 

Components: WAMs and Reusable Parts 

 RDMLX Partition 

 *SRVPGM named @<component name>  
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LANSA for WAM’s 

iSeries Requirements 
 
NOTE: All required software should be installed! 

  

 

Check the installed Licensed programs on your iSeries: 

* 5722SS1  *BASE  

* 5722SS1  option 13 - System Openness Includes 

* 5722SS1  option 33 - Portable Application Solution Environment 

* 5722DG1   - HTTPserver 

* 5722JC1   - Java 

* 5722JV1 option 6 - Java 1.4     

* 5722TC1 *BASE  - TCP/IP  (correctly configured) 

* 5722WDS, options 51-56  - Websphere Development   C++ compiler  

 

* 5733XT1 options 7 + 8 - XML Toolkit 

  � this can only be obtained through ordering by your IBM representative !  

  

 

+ PTF SI21062  - OSP Version 5.3.1 XML parser performance improvement for 

DB2 

  � For obtaining this PTF you will need an IBM User ID and Password.  

  

1. Go to Fix Central: http://www-912.ibm.com/eserver/support/fixes/  

2. In the Fix Central window, select from the dropdown lists:  

a) in Server, select : iSeries family  

b) in Product or fix type, select: OS/400 and i5/OS  

c) in Ordering option, select: Individual fixes  

g) in OS level, select: V5R3/V5R2/V5R1  

Press Continue.  

3. Sign in with your IBM User ID and Password. Press Continue.  

4. Enter the number of the PTF that you require. In this case, SI16626  

Press Continue.  

5. In the Packaging options window:  

a. What do you want to order? select: PTFs and Cover Letters  

b. What are your order options? select -  Include all requisite PTFs  

For FTP Download or CD-ROM media, include requisite PTFs so they can be 

applied to multiple systems.  

6. In the Download options window, select Download CD_ROM image to FTP 

server. 

       Select all other options to suit your requirements.  
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* Note: If the WAMs are not working, reorder the PTFs even if they exist on the 

system. 

  

* Note : The XML Toolkit is currently at V1R1M0 and can be  installed on i5/OS 

(5722SS1) V5R3 or V5R4. PTF SI21062 increases the performance of 5733XT1 

and should be installed on both V5R3 and V5R4 ! 

(source: http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg247258.pdf) 

 

* Note : There is NO special version of the XMLToolkit for V6R1 ,  

This Licensed Program Product belongs to the "skip ship" products which 

are supported on V6R1, but do not have a new version for V6R1 and must be 

converted by yourself !   

 (source: http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/pdfs/redp4293.pdf) 

 
 
 

 

 

Latest news related to this issue!! 
 IBM have superseded the toolkit 5733XT1 that we support with the new 

toolkit 5733XT2 (XT2). If you are on V5R3, V5R4 and V6R1 and request 

the XT1 Toolkit, IBM will instead provide the XT2 Toolkit.  

 The toolkit 5733XT2 is not currently supported/tested with WAMs in SP4. 

In fact, the new XT2 toolkit doesn't support the version of Xerces/Xalan we 

use. 

 

So, the situation may arise where LANSA users need to install XT1 for RDMLX 

Web and WAMs but IBM only have XT2 available. 

 

If you requires XT1 for WAM development but cannot obtain it from IBM, you can 

contact LANSA and we can make it available for download from our FTP site. 

This is a short term solution until we test and support XT2. 
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Benefits of the PNG Image 
Format 
 

http://www.atalasoft.com/PNG.aspx  

 

Care must be taken when working with JPEG images as each time a JPEG is re-

saved, more and more compression artifacts are introduced. 

 

Since PNG uses lossless compression it's an ideal format for archival purposes, 

and for editing before saving a final version as a JPEG. 

 

JPEG is the most common image format used on the web, and will continue to 

be.  

 

Most photographic images should be saved as JPEG as opposed to PNG for 

viewing on the web as the file size will be much smaller. 

 

==================================================  

 

PNG versus GIF  

        http://www.w3.org/QA/Tips/png-gif  

 

==================================================  

 

Why to Use PNG Images in Your Web Design  

        http://www.selfseo.com/story-19263.php  

 

==================================================  

 

Web Images: GIF, JPEG, PNG  

        http://tlt.psu.edu/suggestions/research/GIForJPEG.shtml  

 

================================================== 
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Why 'page at a time' is 
very strange nowadays 
 
This screen shot ………….   
 

 
 

……… is “My Documents”. 
 

The is the most commonly used view of the most commonly used ‘business 

objects’ in the world. 

 

Imagine it worked like this: 

• You had to press Next button to see the next page of documents.  
• When you stretched the screen you did not see more documents.  

• When you sorted by name, then typed “QA” it showed you see nothing 

because you have never paged to the screen containing the “QA” prefixed 

documents.  
• When you sorted by “Date Modified”, it left out 3 important documents you 

had modified today for the same reason.  

• Etc, Etc.  
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What would you have to say about it?   

 Why would you want to design a brand new Windows Rich Client interface 

that invited to same comments?  

 Why would you put a whole lot of complexity behind it, just to support a 

page at a time concept? 
 

To most end users things like Orders, Products, Invoices, Policies, etc are viewed 

in their mind’s eye as documents, not as database rows. They think documents 

because as some stage most of these business ‘things’ have or will be 

documents, even if they are just PDF ones. They don’t even really know what a 

database is, and they don’t want to know. Look at MS-Outlook. It has an Inbox 

and an Outbox. They allude to plastic trays sitting on your desk to put documents 

in. They do not talk about the OUTLOOK.PST file.  

 

If you have too many things in “My Documents”, so that displaying them 

becomes an issue, the solution is not to be found in adding a page at time 

algorithm. It lies in creating organized sub-folders called Presentations, 

Correspondence, Reports, etc or, in allowing me to apply specific filtering (eg: 

showing just me LAN*.DOC or *.PPT) to what information is shown in the folder 

view.  
 

Both the organization and filtering approach have direct equivalents in internally 

handling database rows (eg: Drill down trees and generic/category/type 

searching).             

 

We need to have more imagination and lift ourselves above directly exposing 

database tables to end users in such a crude fashion. This can be called the 

CRUDe view of the world. IT people just love the CRUDe view, because it easily 

allows them to generate code and wrappers from database table definitions and 

because it allows them to avoid spending the time to find out what the end users 

really want re locating and collating information . This is probably not enough 

anymore. End users, especially under 35, are used to, and expect a lot more.      
 

This is a personal opinion though; lots of people disagree with this view.     

 

‘Page at a time’ was invented to solve a particular problem at a particular point in 

time (slow System/38s and slow 5250 devices), and in the windows rich client 

world, given the speed of PCs and networks now, it has had its day. 
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VL Client Server Coding 
Techniques – Selecting Data 
from a Server 
 

Imagine that in a VL windows rich client program you need to fill a tree view with 

details from a data base file/table residing on a remote server. There are two 

common techniques for doing this ….  

 

 
 

Technique A selects the data directly from the file and adds it to the tree.   

 

Technique B calls a function on the server. The server function fills a list and 

returns it to the caller. The caller reads the list and adds the entries to the tree.  

 

 

Here’s some things to consider about using these techniques: 

 

 Technique A is the best solution in many situations 
Technique A is typically a significantly better choice. The use of pre-determined 

join and virtual fields in particular to retrieve data from multiple files is a very 

powerful and efficient way to improve performance and simplify your application's 

logic.  The overall performance of Technique A can equal or better than of 

Technique B when an appropriate "Blocking Size" is used (see next page) and 

produces a much simpler application to maintain and deploy.  
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 Technique B is the best solution in some situations 
If you want to build a tree (for example) containing data from many different 

files that cannot be flattened by the use of pre-determined join fields, virtual 

fields, etc, then technique B is the best solution.  

 

The unnecessary use of technique B complicates an application and adds to the 

development, deployment and ongoing maintenance cost. If you overuse 

technique B you may also encounter a ‘function matching’ issue. If 5 different 

trees or lists are filled from the same file using different fields, then you have 2 

options …. make 5 variations of the server function to fit each tree, or make a 

‘generic’ version that returns everything, but wastes resources by sending details 

that are not always required.  
 
       

Consider your options  
Say you want to select some customers and for each fetch the state associated 

with their postal and delivery address.  

 

      Select Fields(whatever) from_file(CustMast) 

           Fetch fields(#StateDesc) from_File(States) with_key(#PostState) 

      EndSelect  

      

In a client server application this loop would not perform well, so here are some 

of the options you could use to overcome this: 

o Make the state descriptions PJFs or virtual fields in the CustMast file/table 

and just read them with the SELECT command. 

o Use Keep_Last(50) on the FETCH commands.  

o Load all the states in a keyed collection as your program starts, then use it 

to locate them instead of the FETCH commands. 

o Write a technique B server side function.   

 

 

 Technique A is heavily influenced by the selection block size you 

use on the CONNECT_FILE built-in function.  In the VLF you specify this on 

the server definition panel like this:  

 

              

 

The VLF default value of 50 is based on the CONNECT_FILE built-in function 

default. This value was set many years ago. Pushing it to a higher value like 200, 

500 or maybe even 1000 is probably a more sensible setting these days. Try it 

out. You are looking for a number that means your ‘average’ SELECT command 

can get all the records it wants in just one exchange with the server. 50 is 

probably now a minimum setting to use.  
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 You may have been advised to set the selection block size to 1 

This advice was probably given because when you write a select/update loop like 

this ….  

 

               Select *All From_file(XXXX) 

                  Update fields(#a #b #c)  

               Endselect 

  

it updates the ‘last record read’ (it does not use a WITH_KEY or WITH_RRN 

parameter). It will quite literally update the last record read in the selection 

block, which is probably not what you intended.   

 

If you have, or want to use, this type of Select/Update loop, then globally setting 

the selection block size to 1 is definitely not the solution. You can solve this 

problem in 2 or 3 other ways (see the LANSA Technical Guide).  By globally 

setting the size to 1 you will be severely degrading the performance of all the 

other select loops in your application.     

  

Alternatively if logic is not effected you can update with key or relative record 

number as follows: 

                 

               Select *All From_file(XXXX)       

                  Update fields(#a #b #c ) with_key(#xxxxxxxx) 

                  Endselect 

                 

        -OR- 

  

               Select *All From_file(XXXX) 

                  Update fields(#a #b #c)  with_rrn(#xxxxxxxx)   

               Endselect 

 

 

 Even if you have not set the value to 1, by pushing the size up higher 

than 50, to say 200, 500 or 1000 you can make your existing applications 

run faster. This table demonstrates the relative impact of the selection 

block size on a VL form selecting 425 records from the PSLMST 

demonstration table ….    

 

Block Size Elapsed 

Time 

1 34s 

20 7s 

50 3s 

500 < 1s 
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 You can dynamically alter the selection block size. If you have a 

piece of code that you know is going to select a lot of records you can 

push the block size up, do the select, then reset it back to its normal 

value. This is also one of the ways you can resolve the ‘update last record’ 

issue previously mentioned, but it’s probably not the best way. Conversely, 

if you have set your default blocking to 500,for example, you can set the 

blocking factor to 1 just before you execute the SELECT using    
  
USE BUILTIN(CONNECT_FILE) WITH_ARGS('FileName' 'ServerName' 1) 
        Select *All From_file('FileName') 
                  Update fields(#a #b #c)  
        Endselect  
USE BUILTIN(CONNECT_FILE) WITH_ARGS('FileName' 'ServerName' 500) 
  

No disconnect file is required to reconnect to a file with a different blocking 

factor. 
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LANSA reaches the 

YouTube generation 
 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qg3xL5Ug8Xk 

 

This is a link to a promotional video that was created for the user conference. 

 

Suggest you: 

a) have speakers or headphones connected 

b) set the YouTube player to high-quality mode and 

c) kick the player into full-screen 

 

Enjoy and feel free to send to everyone you know. Let’s get our hits up on 

YouTube and make LANSA more famous :-) 
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How to hide the AutoSignoff 
window when using Visual 
LANSA Framework on web 
 

When running the Visual LANSA Framework on the browser you may see this 

window being displayed: 

 

 
 

This is a Visual LANSA Framework "AutoSignoff" window which detects if a VLF 

browser session has been closed. If a browser session has been closed it will 

send the required signoff message to the web server. 

 

For a full description of the AutoSignoff functionality, refer to What is the 

AutoSignoff button that appears on my task bar when executing a Web browser 

application? in the Frequently Asked Questions section of the Visual LANSA 

Framework Online Guide. 

 

The AutoSignoff window is generally quite small and can be left opened or 

minimized. 

 

 

However, to avoid:  

 users closing the window by accident  

 users enquiring about or being confused by its presence  

 

it can also be hidden by using an Internet Explorer option: 

In Internet Explorer, under Tools and Internet Options and Security tab folder, 

you can list your LANSA for the web server as a Trusted Site. 
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 Select 'Custom Level' for 'Trusted Sites' to open the 'Security Settings' 

window. 

 Look for the option 'Allow script-initiated windows without size or position 

constraints'. 

 

 
 

Set this option 'Allow script-initiated windows without size or position constraints' 

to 'Enable' will hide the AutoSignoff window. 

 

You can use this option in IE6 and IE7 to hide the AutoSignoff window. 
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Trace down the 
performance of each WAM 
 

This is a generic reusable part designed to help you evaluate the performance of 

the code you have written in a WAM. It is designed to work in the VLF, but could 

be easily modified to work in any WAM application.   

 

To use it:  

• Create a VL reusable part named U_TRACEA with the following code. 

• Check in and compile the reusable part on the web application server. 
 

 
 
FUNCTION OPTIONS(*DIRECT) 
Begin_Com Role(*EXTENDS #PRIM_OBJT) 
  
Define_Com Class(#vf_elindx) Name(#ActivityStack) 
Define_Com Class(#prim_kCol<#vf_eltxtl #vf_elidn>) Name(#ActivityDescriptions) 
Style(Collection) 
  
Define_Com Class(#prim_kCol<#vf_elnumx #vf_elidn>) Name(#ActivityStarts) Style(Collection) 
  
Define #TimeNow *DateTime 
  
Mthroutine uStartActivity 
Define_map *input #prim_objt #uComponent pass(*By_Reference) 
Define_map *input #vf_elidn #uId 
Define_map *input #vf_eltxtl #uDescription 
DEFINE_map *input CLASS(#vf_sw100) NAME(#avFrameworkManager) pass(*By_Reference) 
  
Define_com #prim_alph #TDescription 
  
#TDescription := '*** ACTIVITY:Started ->' + ' ' + #uDescription.Value 
  
Begin_Loop to(#ActivityStack * 3) 
#TDescription := " " + #TDescription 
End_Loop 
  
#ActivityStack += 1 
  
#avFrameworkManager.avRecordTrace Component(#uComponent) Event(#TDescription)  
  
Set_ref #ActivityDescriptions<#uId> (*Create_as #vf_eltxtl) 
Set #ActivityDescriptions<#uId> Value(#uDescription) 
  
Set_ref #ActivityStarts<#uId> (*Create_as #vf_elnumx) 
#TimeNow := #TimeNow.Now 
Set #ActivityStarts<#uId> Value(#TimeNow.AsSeconds) 
  
Endroutine 
  
Mthroutine uEndActivity 
Define_map *input #prim_objt #uComponent pass(*By_Reference) 
Define_map *input #vf_elidn #uId 
DEFINE_map *input CLASS(#vf_sw100) NAME(#avFrameworkManager) pass(*By_Reference) 
  
Define_com #prim_alph #TDescription 
Define_com #vf_elnumx #ActivityTime 
  
If_ref #ActivityDescriptions<#uId> is_not(*null) 
  
#TimeNow := #TimeNow.Now 
  
#ActivityTime := #TimeNow.AsSeconds - #ActivityStarts<#uId> 
  
#ActivityStack -= 1 
  
if (#ActivityStack < 0) 
#ActivityStack := 0 
EndIf 
  
#TDescription := '*** ACTIVITY:Ended -> ' + #ActivityDescriptions<#uId> + '. Elapsed time was 
' + #ActivityTime.AsString()   
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Begin_Loop to(#ActivityStack * 3) 
#TDescription := " " + #TDescription 
End_Loop 
  
#avFrameworkManager.avRecordTrace Component(#uComponent) Event(#TDescription) 
  
Set_ref #ActivityDescriptions<#uId> *null 
Set_ref #ActivityStarts<#uId> *null 
Endif 
Endroutine 
END_COM  

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

In the WAM in question add this temporary code in the start of the WAM … 

 

Define_Com Class(#U_TRACEA) 

 

Every VLF WAM has three generic events - uInitalize, uExecute and uTerminate  

  

Most WAMs have multiple routines that handle user registered events with names 

like uWAMEvent_1, uWAMEvent_2, etc.    
 

 

At the very start of these routines, immediately following the EvtRoutine or 

Subroutine command, add a “Start” call like this example: 

 

Invoke #U_TraceA.uStartActivity uComponent(#Com_Owner) uID(INIT) 

uDescription('Your description of the activity') 

avFrameworkManager(#AvFrameworkManager)  

 

 

At the very end of each of these routines, immediately before the Endroutine or 

any RETURN commands, add symmetrical “End” calls like this: 

  

Invoke #U_TraceA.uEndActivity uComponent(#Com_Owner) uID(INIT) 

avFrameworkManager(#AvFrameworkManager) 

  

 

The yellow uID(INIT) parameter is what identifies the symmetry between the 

start and the end of the activity, no matter where they are in the code.   

 

Each Start and End activity pair use should have a different value (eg: INIT, 

EXEC, TERM, UWAM1, UWAM2, DOG, CAT, MICE, etc). 

 

It does not matter what the name is, but it needs to uniquely identify Start/End 

pair within the WAM. 

 

The uID() value allows Start/End pairs to be nested within each other so that you 

can break an activity down into many sub-activities. This allows you to drill down 

into problem areas by adding more and more nested Start/End pairs around code 

sections.     

 

 

Recompile the WAM and check into the iSeries. 
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Execute the VLF WAM application with +TRACE=Y in the URL and use it to 

perform the actions that you want to trace.  

 

You should see the start and end of each activity in the trace details.  

 

The trace might actually slow the application down a bit but the timings will show 

approximately how long the code between the start and the end pairs took to 

execute. The time shown is the elapsed time, not the CPU time, and is shown to 

a millisecond level.   

 

 

Some guidelines for use:  

� Clear the trace window and perform an interaction with the server.  

 

� Look at the start/end pairs details displayed. Are they what you expected 

to execute? For example, the Initialize and Terminate events happen on 

every interaction in a stateless WAM. Is this what you expected?    

 

� The numbers shown really do not mean that much because they are 

influenced by so many factors (eg: system size, current load, etc). 

However, if you let the relativity of them and your own experience guide 

you they may help you. For example, if you typically see ‘good’ 

transactions taking 0.1 to 0.3 elapsed seconds, then one taking 3.5 

seconds would be worth drilling down into.  

 

� The numbers have little to do with the perceived elapsed time at the client 

browser because a lot happens after the timed code completes execution 

(eg: transformations to HTML, transmission via the HTTP server, 

processing and drawing by the client system browser, etc, etc).        

 

� When you have finished remember to remove or comment out the trace 

commands and recompile the WAM. 
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Backing up existing projects 
in Integrator Studio 
 

Recommendation 
You may be required to backup your Studio projects at times for various reasons.  

 General Backup requirements  

 Saving a project to sent to support for troubleshooting  

 transferring projects from one studio workspace to another 

 

It is a very quick and easy task to backup all your Studio projects, solution, soap 

server types and files. 

 

 

To backup the entire Studio workspace 
1. Start Windows File Explorer  

2. Locate your Studio workspace directory. ( Normally in the Studio directory 

)  

3. Right-click on the workspace directory and use WinZip to archive all 

directories and files into the workspace.zip file  

 

The only file that will miss the backup is the Studio.xml file in Studio directory. 

 

The Studio.xml only contains a few configuration entries that can easily be re-

entered, if the file is lost. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<studio java-runtime="C:\Program Files\Java\j2re1.4.2_14\bin\java.exe" 
java-compiler="C:\j2sdk1.4.2_14\bin\javac.exe"> 
 
<servers> 
<server name="LANSA01" url="http://LANSA01:4561"/> 
</servers> 
 
<services> 
<service name="LANSA01" url="http://lansa01:1099" program="/cgi-
bin/jsmadmin"/> 
</services> 
 
</studio> 
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The list of saved Frameworks 
in the 'Select Framework File' 
window can be customized 
 

You can have lots of Framework designs in one Visual LANSA Framework 

development system. 

 

During start up of the Framework you will be asked to choose which saved 

version you want to use in a window like this: 

 

 

Say you have 5 different Framework designs and each of them has been saved 

using the 'SAVE AS' functionality in Framework Designer.  

 

This will produce 5 XML files with the name that you have nominated during the 

save of each Framework. 

 

After a lot of development you may now have a large list of Framework designs. 

In this situation, you can customize the list to 

 remove unused or unwanted Framework versions  

 set a default Framework  
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If you want to customize this list (e.g. to rename or delete the list of files etc...) 

then keep in mind of the following points: 

 The displayed list of choices comes from a text file that is defined in your 

VLF system entry point. 

   

 In the shipped entry point UF_DESGN it uses a file called 

'vf_sy001_system_choice.txt' with this line of code: 

 

* Nominate the XML file containing the Framework design 

 

Set Com(#Com_Owner) Usystemxmlfile('vf_sy001_system.xml') 

 

Usystemxmlchoice('vf_sy001_system_choice') 

 

 vf_sy001_system_choice.txt is stored in the Visual LANSA system partition 

execute folder 

 

Note: this means that it is shared on multi-developer systems. 

   

 The last Framework used is stored in a file named 

'vf_sy001_system_choice_Last_Used.txt'.   
 
 

This 'vf_sy001_system_choice_Last_Used.txt' file resides in your personal 

temporary directory as it reflects what you used last. By changing the value in 

this file, you can set the default Framework. So, when the 'Select Framework 

File' window is shown, the Framework stored in 

'vf_sy001_system_choice_Last_Used.txt' will be the one highlighted (defaulted 

to). 
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LIIMAIN crashes without 
any reason 
(anyway , it looks like that) 

 

 

Compiling of a function gave this error : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No X_error.log file was produced, LANSA shuts down completely! 

 

 

Looking at the source, it seems that there are no abnormal things. So to find out 

what the problem is, you can start/activate the function check, build and compile 

separately. 
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A. Function check only = OK 

 

 

B. Build - fails 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It stops after the function check,  normally the next step would be "Enumerating 

Components". It seems now that a divider sign in a calculation is causing this! 
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� There should be space before and after the divider sign ('/'): 

#W$BTWAP0/100'  ==> #W$BTWAP0 / 100'  

  

� Also the divider is unclear defined: 

(1 + #W$BTWAP0/100)   ==>  ((1 + #W$BTWAP0) / 100) or  (1 + 

(#W$BTWAP0 / 100)) ?? 

   

 

incorrect: 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$VERKOOP) TO('#W$VERKOOP / (1 + #W$BTWAP0/100)') 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$BTWHOOG) TO('#W$VERKOOP *  #W$BTWAP0/100') 
PRECISION(15 4) ROUND_UP(*YES) 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$VERKOOP) TO('#W$VERKOOP / (1 + #W$BTWBP0/100)') 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$BTWLAAG) TO('#W$VERKOOP *  #W$BTWBP0/100') 
PRECISION(15 4) ROUND_UP(*YES) 

  

  

correct: 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$VERKOOP) TO('#W$VERKOOP / ((1 + #W$BTWAP0) / 100)') 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$BTWHOOG) TO('#W$VERKOOP *  #W$BTWAP0 / 100') 
PRECISION(15 4) ROUND_UP(*YES) 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$VERKOOP) TO('#W$VERKOOP / ((1 + #W$BTWBP0) / 100)') 
CHANGE FIELD(#W$BTWLAAG) TO('#W$VERKOOP *  #W$BTWBP0 / 100') 
PRECISION(15 4) ROUND_UP(*YES) 

 

 

 

As this is inside one parameter  TO('...'), it seems that the syntax-checker does 

NOT recognises this as incorrect, but the effect is that whole LIIYMAIN crashes 

during the Build, without any logging, message etc. 
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Support LANSA V10 

will stop 
 

Product support withdrawal announcements! 

 

Support for LANSA Version 10 will end on March 31, 2009 or within three months 

of the shipment of LANSA Version 12. 

 

Note: 

LANSA V10 will not support i5/OS V6R1. You must upgrade to LANSA V11 SP4 

V6R1 Ready to implement i5/OS V6R1. 
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How to identify the build 

or version of the JAR file 

you are using 
 

There are instances where you may need to verify the version of the JAR file 

used in your JSM. 

 

This may be due to any of the following: 

 upon request from Support  

 when generating errors indicating Methods not found  

 when trying to establish the differences between a working and not 

working JSM system, where the systems should be the same version but 

are giving different behaviour  

 

In these situations, looking at the dates and size of the file is not really ideal.  

The recommended method to verify the version of the JAR file used is to open 

the jar file using WINZIP and open the file versionJSM.txt. 

 

The contents of the versionJSM.txt file will specify the base version of the JAR file 

as well any updates that have been applied. 
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New LANSA web 

site 
 

Since Monday 30th June, LANSA has a new web site. 

 

The new visualization, content, and organization of the site is the result of input 

from various groups within LANSA, as well as feedback from external groups of 

LANSA customers, partners, prospects, and industry contacts. The most obvious 

difference is the home page, with new content focusing on: 

• The LANSA Platform 

• Application Development 

• System i Modernisation 

• Application Integration 

 

Adjustments to the site will continue over the next few months as we filter 

through the feedback that has been received to-date and any new feedback 

received. 

 


